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Abstract

This paper presents the design methodol-
ogy of a new wind turbine blade section that
achieves high performance in urban environ-
ment by increasing the maximum lift. For
this purpose, a turbomachine blade rows in-
verse design method was applied to obtain a
new wind turbine blade section with constant
pressure-load along the chord, at the design
inlet angle. In comparison with conventional
blade designs, the new blade section has in-
creased maximum lift, reduced leading edge
suction peak and controlled soft-stall behaviour,
due to the strength reduction of the adverse
pressure gradient on the blade suction surface.
Wind tunnel experimental results confirmed the
computational results.

Keywords: Blade section design, inverse
method, prescribed blade load.

1 Introduction

Within urban environment, where the aver-
age mean wind speed is quite lower than in
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open rural or mountainous areas, it is of major
relevance to have wind turbines with low cut-in
speed, in order to increase the annual energy
production and the overall contribution of this
micro-generation renewable energy technology.
For fixed pitch turbines, this requires blade sec-
tions with the highest possible lift. Although the
overall performance of a wind rotor turbine is
influenced by three-dimensional and unsteady
effects, substancial gains can be achieved by a
better design of the blade sections [1].

There are two distinct strategies for the de-
sign of turbomachine blade sections: the direct
and the inverse methods. The first, giving ori-
gin to the so-called analysis or direct methods,
uses a “cut-and-try” approach where the results
are validated experimentaly or with the help of
analysis codes. This procedure is usually slow,
cumbersome and relies heavily in the experi-
ence of the designer. Opposite to this type of
methods, the so-called inverse or indirect me-
thods aim to calculate the blade geometry that
provides certain conditions for the flow speci-
fied as initial data for the problem. Three major
trends have been developed for the solution of
the inverse problem: optimization techniques,
pure inverse formulation methods and iterative
use of analysis (or direct) codes. When us-
ing optimization techniques [2], the blade sec-



tion is described in terms of some parameters
and a search is initiated in the design range,
looking for the set of parameters that give the
computed flow features as close as possible to
the ones specified, or that lead to an optimum
regarding some flow field conditions. Pure in-
verse methods [3–5] determine directly the ge-
ometry of the blade section that will achieve
certain desired flow conditions. This is done
by means of a problem formulation that makes
immediate use of the information supplied by
these desired flow conditions, for example, by
using the imposed flow conditions as boundary
conditions. For a more complete review of the
current blade design methods see [6] and the
references therein.

This paper presents the results of the appli-
cation of the turbomachine blade rows inverse
method developed by Borges et al. [7] to the
design of a new wind turbine blade section that
reaches an almost constant blade pressure-
load along the chord. Unlike the pure inverse
methods - which determine directly the blade
geometry that achieves the specified desired
flow conditions by means of a problem formu-
lation making immediate use of the information
supplied by these desired flow conditions - the
current formulation is based on the iterative use
of analysis codes. The design method uses
as input the imposition of the mass averaged
tangential velocity distribution along the chord
(which is directly related with the blade load)
and the desired blade section thickness. As a
result, we imposed the blade load, defined as
the pressure difference between both sides of
the blade section, by modifying the camber. An-
other important feature of the method is that by
imposing the blade load we are also prescribing
the blade section lift at the design conditions.
Consequently, the final result is weakly depen-
dent of the thickness distribution for streamlined
shapes with thickness-to-chord ratios within the
normal range for wind turbine applications.

The current approach starts by assuming an
initial geometry and calculates the flow field
caused by it. The differences between the cal-
culated flow field and the desired one are used
to modify the original geometry. Afterwards, a
new direct analysis of the flow field is made
and a new iteration loop is entered. This iter-
ative process is repeated until convergence is
obtained. The code presently used in the direct
analysis is a fast panel method for blade cas-
cades [8].

Kamoun et al. [9] have used a related method
that imposes circulation instead of the blade
load. The current design method imposes in-
directly the circulation by prescribing the pres-

Figure 1: Typical control volume used for tan-
gential momentum balance in a cascade of
blades.

sure difference between both sides of the
blades and hence the lift. By enforcing the
blade load there is less control of the pressure
distribution but the method is less prone to im-
possible solutions.

The aerodynamic characteristics of the de-
signed blade as an isolated airfoil were com-
puted with the well-know XFoil code [10] and
the results were validated against the experi-
mental data obtained in the LNEC wind tunnel.

2 Blade design

2.1 Design method

The design method used in the present pa-
per combines a fast direct method based on
a cascade panel method with a blade camber-
line modification algorithm, in order to impose
a prescribed blade load along the chord. The
design condition is the mean momentum along
the tangential direction, My , defined as a func-
tion of the axial chord position. Let us consider
the momentum balance along the tangential di-
rection, y , in steady-state∫

∂Ω

(%Wy W · n + pny ) ds = 0, (1)

where n = (nx , ny ) is the outward unitary normal
to the boundary, ∂Ω. Applying this equation to
the control volume depicted in Figure 1 gives∫

23
%Wy Wx ds −

∫
41
%Wy Wx ds

+
∫

34
p dx −

∫
12

p dx = 0,
(2)
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Figure 2: Surface panel distribution.

noting that dx = ny ds and W ·n = 0 on the blade
surface. Taking a small ∆x , we write∫

23
%Wy Wx ds−

∫
41
%Wy Wx ds = −

(
pss − pps

)
∆x .

(3)

Knowing that the mass flow is constant through
the cascade of blades

ṁ =
∫

23
%Wx ds =

∫
41
%Wx ds (4)

and making ∆x → 0, we get

d
dx

(∫ yps

yss
%Wy Wx ds

ṁ

)
= −∆p

ṁ
, (5)

where ∆p = pss − pps. Defining

My =

∫ yps

yss
%Wy Wx ds

ṁ
, (6)

we finally obtain

−∆p
ṁ

=
dMy

dx
. (7)

Relating the blade camber-line angle with the
angle of the mean tangential velocity, the itera-
tive modification of the mean line based on the
specified blade load, (sp), is calculated from

tan θn+1 = tan θn + ω
(

M
sp
y −M

n
y

)
, (8)

where ω is a relaxation factor, usually taken as
ω = 0.5, and n is the iteration number. After
the mean line tangent being known, one can
evaluate the mean line by solving the differen-
tial equation

dycl

dx
= tan θ. (9)

To close the problem, it is necessary to de-
fine the blade thickness distribution and to pre-
scribe the blade load along the axial chord,
M

sp
y . The blade geometry is evaluated distribut-

ing the thickness along the normal direction to
the mean line as done for the NACA four digit
airfoils [11].
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Figure 3: Vector diagram showing inlet and out-
let velocities and angles.

2.2 Panel method

In many engineering applications the fluid
flow around an aerofoil can be closely approx-
imated as two-dimensional and incompress-
ible. Making further assumptions and consid-
ering irrotational flow, it can be shown that the
equations of motion are reduced to the simple
Laplace equation (see, e.g. [12]). The linear-
ity of Laplace equation is used in the theory
of the panel method to decompose the flow
around an aerofoil into two basic flows: the first
is a non-lifting flow resulting from an uniform
stream; the other is a pure circulatory flow that
is superposed to the non-lifting flow, to satisfy
the Kutta condition. The panel method has be-
come a standard aerodynamic tool for the nu-
merical solution of low-speed flows, since the
late 1960s. However, various formulations of
the panel method have been proposed, differ-
ing essentially in the way they implement these
basic flows.

2.2.1 Isolated Aerofoil

In the present approach, we follow the
methodology described by [13], which allows
the calculation of cusped trailing edges. The
aerofoil contour and its mean line are divided,
respectively, in small flat N and M segments
(panels) and then sources or vortexes are dis-
tributed in each panel to obtain the combined
lifting flow. The non-lifting flow is simulated as
a combination of a source sheet distribution of
constant strength σj at each surface panel j ,
and an uniform stream at an incidence angle
α, Figure 2. The complex velocity at a con-
trol point k is obtained adding the complex ve-
locities evaluated, respectively, for the source



Figure 4: Prescribe blade load along the axial
chord, My .

Figure 5: The TURBan 10/193 blade section.

sheets [14],

wk = − i
2
σk +

N∑
j=1
j=/k

Qkjσj , (10)

and the onset uniform stream of unitary velocity,

w∞k = e(−α+βk )i. (11)

Here βk is the angle of the panel k with respect
to the real axis x , Figure 2. For a single aerofoil,
the induction coefficient Qkj is given by [14]

Qkj =
e(βk−βj )

2π
ln

zk − cj1

zk − cj2
. (12)

In Eq. (12) zk is a complex variable represent-
ing the coordinates of the control point k and
cj1 , cj2 are the values of the end points of panel
j , in the local coordinate system (ξ, iη) shown in
Figure 2. The imposition of the boundary condi-
tion of zero normal velocity at the body surface
for the non-lifting flow, at k = 1, ... , N control

Figure 6: Pressure coefficient for the TURBan
10/193 blade section at the design conditions.

points, results in a simple linear system of N
equations,

imag(wk ) + imag(w∞k ) = 0, (13)

which can be solved for σj . The circulatory flow
is obtained combining vortex sheets of constant
strength at the mean line and source sheets in
the surface panels, as for the non-lifting flow.
Knowing that the overall circulation distribution
in the aerofoil is arbitrary, as shown in [15], we
will follow Eça [13] recommendation and use an
overall hyperbolic variation that reaches zero at
the trailing edge, as physically required,

γl = γ0s0.4
l , (14)

where γl is the strength of the vortex sheet in
panel l of the mean line, sl is the mean line
length measured from the trailing edge to con-
trol point l , and γ0 is such that the Kutta con-
dition is satisfied. The total circulation around
the aerofoil Γ is then obtained integrating Eq.
(14) along the aerofoil mean line, from the lead-
ing edge to the trailing edge. Taking into ac-
count the simple relationship between the com-
plex velocity induced by a vortex sheet (wv ) and
a source sheet (ws) of equal geometry and uni-
tary strength, wv (z) = iws(z), the velocity in-
duced by the M vortex sheets in the k panel,
per unit of γ0, can then be written as

w∗k =
M∑
l=1

iQkls0.4
l , (15)

where Qkl is given by Eq. (12). The source
strength σc

j required to satisfy the boundary



(a)

(b)

Figure 7: View of the LNEC wind tunnel (a) and
the respective testing section (b).

condition of zero normal velocity at the body
surface can be calculated from

imag(wc
k ) + imag(w∗k ) = 0, (16)

where wc
k is obtained introducing σc in Eq. (10).

To impose the Kutta condition, we specify equal
velocity (pressure) at the two control points ad-
jacent to the trailing edge [15], from which we
finally obtain the required constant value

γ0 =
real(w∞1 + w∞N + w1 + wN )
real(w∗1 + w∗N + wc

1 + wc
N )

. (17)

2.2.2 Cascade of blades

For a blade cascade we adopt the global
coordinate system (x , iy ) shown in Figure 3.
Using the same panel discretization in all the
blades, we find N + M rows of an infinite num-
ber of similar panels set with a pitch S along
straight lines normal to the cascade axis. In-
stead of Eq. (12), derived for a single aerofoil,
the induction coefficient for a blade cascade,

Figure 8: Lift coefficient as function of the inci-
dence angle for the TURBan 10/193 blade sec-
tion.

Figure 3, is [14]

Qkj =
ei(βk−βj )

2π
ln

sinh
(
π
S

(
zk − cj1

))
sinh

(
π
S

(
zk − cj2

)) . (18)

It can be shown that the coefficient of self induc-
tion given by Eq. (18) at (ξ, iη) = (0, +0i) is the
same as that obtained for the isolated aerofoil
(Eq. (12)), i.e. Qkk = −i/2. Therefore, cas-
cade calculations can be performed along the
same lines as described in Section 2.1 for the
isolated aerofoil, simply replacing Eq. (12) by
Eq. (18). This is the main advantage of using
complex variables in the calculations. Having
determined the blade circulation, the inlet and
the outlet velocities (Figure 3) are easily com-
puted from

w1 = eiβm +
iΓ
2S

,

w2 = eiβm − iΓ
2S

.
(19)

In addition, the inlet and outlet flow angles are
given by

β1 = arg(w1),
β2 = arg(w2).

(20)

2.3 Numerical results

The main goal of the current blade design
method is to maximize the energy extraction at
low wind speeds, a typical characteristic of ur-
ban environment. To achieve this goal, a blade
section was designed with high-lift using the



Figure 9: Drag coefficient as function of the inci-
dence angle for the TURBan 10/193 blade sec-
tion.

method described in section 2.1. A linear dis-
tribution of the blade pressure-load was used
for most of the axial chord and the load was
smoothly reduced to zero at the trailing edge
region, Figure 4. The blade was designed for
a pitch-to-chord ratio of 1.72 and an inlet an-
gle of β1 = 4.0o. We note that it is necessary
to iterate the incidence angle, α, in order to get
the desired inlet angle because this angle is a
function of the blade lift, which dependes on the
blade camber. The maximum thickness of the
current section is 17% at 26% of the chord.

The designed blade section shown in Fig-
ure 5 has been named TURBan 10/193. It can
be seen in Figure 6, that the blade pressure-
load, defined as the pressure difference be-
tween both sides of the blade, is almost cons-
tant from 20% to 80% of the axial chord.

3 Validation

3.1 Experimental facility

The aerodynamic characteristics of the des-
cribed designed blade were validated by wind
tunnel tests performed at a LNEC facility [16],
using an isolated finite wing, as shown in Fig-
ure 7. The wind tunnel works in closed loop
and has continuously regulated velocity up to
50 m/s and a turbulence intensity smaller than
1%. The test chamber dimensions are 1.25 ×
1.0 × 3.0 m3 and the maximum boundary layer
thickness is smaller than 3 cm at the tunnel
walls. The flow velocity is determined indirectly

Figure 10: Polar of the TURBan 10/193 blade
section.

by a Betz micro-manometer connect to a Pitot-
Prandtl tube.

In order to allow measuring vertical and hor-
izontal aerodynamic forces, as well as to set
appropriate flow incidence angles, α, a scaled
wing model was suspended from outside of
the test chamber. The force measuring de-
vices were assembled out of six brass rings
equipped with a half-bridge set of strain gauges
each (Shinkoh S108-t11 with 120Ω and 8 mm
length). A PEEKEL Autolog 2005 data logger
controlled with dedicated software was used to
collect data and the full system was previously
calibrated.

3.2 Experimental results

The experimental results are presented in Fi-
gures 8, 9 and 10. For comparison, viscous
flow calculations were performed using the
XFoil code [10, 17], which is based upon a two-
equation lagged dissipation integral method.
The transition between laminar and turbulent
flow is determined by an e9-type amplifica-
tion formulation. The boundary layer and the
transition equations are solved simultaneously
with the inviscid flow field by a global Newton
method. The viscous-inviscid coupling is mod-
elled by a wall transpiration concept where the
local source strength is equal to the local mass
defect gradient.

The computational Reynolds number were
3× 105, 5× 105 and 1× 106. The smallest
Reynolds number corresponds to the lower limit
for which the XFoil was able to compute a com-
plete polar. The experimental lift coefficient



curve compares well with the numerical values
obtained with the XFoil code, except for the on-
set of stall, figure 8. However, the computed
and the experimental drag coefficients plotted
in figures 9 and 10 show significant differences,
which are mainly attributed to the experimental
Reynolds number being one order of magnitude
lower than those used in the computations.

4 Conclusions

A pressure-load inverse design method was
successfully applied to the design of a high-
load blade section for application in a small
wind turbine for urban environment. The pres-
sure distribution of the designed blade shows
a smooth increase of the blade pressure-load,
defined as the pressure difference between
the upper and the lower sides of the section,
from the leading edge up to 20% of the axial
chord. From 20% till 80% of the axial chord the
pressure-load is almost constant and it reduces
smoothly toward the trailing edge. The experi-
mental results of the new blade section, tested
as an isolated aerofoil, have confirmed the high
maximum lift and a moderate drag.

Future developments will consider the ap-
plication of the current design method with a
viscous optimization of the thickness distribu-
tion. Due to the specification of the blade load,
this methodology will reduce the drag without
changing the lift.
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Nomenclature

Romans

c = blade chord
CD = 2D/

(
%V 2
∞c
)
, drag coefficient

CL = 2L/
(
%V 2
∞c
)
, lift coefficient

Cp = (p − p∞) /
(
%V 2
∞
)
, pressure coefficient

D = drag force per unit of span
i =

√
−1, unit imaginary number

L = lift force per unit of span
ṁ = mass flux
My = mass average tangential momentum
p = static pressure

Re = %V∞c/µ , Reynolds number
S = cascade pitch
U = absolute velocity
W = relative velocity
Wm = (W1 + W2) /2, mean velocity, Figure 3
w = complex velocity
x = distance along chord from leading edge
y = aerofoil ordinate perpendicular to chord
(x , y ) = cartesian co-ordinate system

Greeks

α = angle of attack
β = angle of relative velocity
Γ = total circulation
µ = viscosity
% = density
θ = angle of the camber line
Ω = control volume

Subscripts

cl = camber line
ps = blade pressure side
ss = blade suction side
x , y = axial, tangential velocity component
1, 2 = far upstream, downstream
∞ = far field
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